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ABSTRACT 
The spectral projectors for a ZME-matrix form a partially ordered set with respect 
to a simple combinatorial relation. The relationship between the corresponding partial 
order graph and the inflation sequence for a set of projectors is investigated. Those 
directed graphs that correspond to a partial order graph for a ZME-m&ix are 
characterized. The effect on the partial order due to operations on the set of 
projectors is studied, generalizing a result of Schneider and Stuart. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Z-matrix is a real, square matrix such that all of its off-diagonal entries 
are nonpositive. A ii5W~trix is a matrix such that all of its positive powers 
are Z-matrices. A matrix is a ZME-mtrix if it is a ZN-matrix and if all of its 
positive, odd powers are irreducible. The ZW-matrices were introduced by 
and, Hersh and Schneider in fl], and have since been the 
subject of several rs (see [2] for a bibliography). 
In their paper [2], Fri Hershkowitz, and Schneider gave a charac- 
ion for the class 0 matrices and its subclasses in terms of an 
ion which they called inflation. One of their p~:ncipal results was tLz 
following [ 1, Lemma 3.1, Theorem 6.18, Corollary 6.~): 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be an n x n m&-,x. If A i.s a ZME-matix, then 
there exists an integer k such that A has spectrum (A,, A,, . . . , Ak] satisfying 
-A,<A,<A,< l -m <A,. 0.1) 
Further, A is diagonalizabb, and A, is a simple eigenvalue for A. 
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If A is a real mutdx whose spectrum is given as in (IA), then A is a 
ZME-mcrtri~ ifand only if 
A= i A,Ej, W) 
j-1 
where the Ej are nonzero matrices satisfying E, Ej = S, Ej for all i and j ($ 
is the Kronecker delta), and where f&e sequence E,, . . . , Ek curresponds to a 
strictly positive in@iun sequence. 
In [2], Schneider and Stuart posed the following natural question: If B is 
obtained kom the ZME-matrix A in (1.2) by perturbing the eigenvalues A, 
to new eigenvalues A’,, what restrictions must be im_posed upon these new 
values in order to guarantee that B is also a ZME-matrix? In exploring this 
question, schneider and Stuart discovered that the spectral projectors for a 
ZME-matrix form a partially ordered set under a simple combinatorial partial 
order, and that the partial order determines which spectral perturbations 
yield new ZME-matrices. 
In this paper, we further study the partial order structure of the set of 
spectral projectors for a ZME-matrix. Our principal results split into two 
related sets. The first set includes Theorems 5.3 and 7.2, which determine 
the structure of a partial order graph from the inflation sequence for the 
corresponding ZME-matrix; and Theorems 10.1 and 11.1, which characterks 
hs that are comparability graphs for a ZME-matrix, and which 
rithm to construct an inflation sequence from the graph. The 
Theorem 6.5 of [2]; and 
the set of spectral 
rs affects the partial 
st~ctly positive inflator, and an inflation sequence will always be a strictly 
positive inflation sequence. 
2. THE COMBINATORIAL PARTIAL ORDER -+ 
Let 4’ be a set of k nonzero matrices in .&(Iw), where n 
k. The set E is a set of projectors if 
f E is a set of projectors, each matrix E, is a 
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projector. The set E is a complete set of projectors if the E, satisfy the 
further condition 
hE I 1 = n* 
i-1 
A complete set of projectors 6’ is called a complete set of inflation-gener- 
ated projectors if there exists an inflation sequence {UP}k,l such that 
&‘=(G(U,)xxU,+,xx l ** XX tlk : 1 G p < k}. Note that if %e elements of 
E are labeled a priori as E, for 1~ i < k, this does not imply E, = G(V,) XX 
q+1xx l *- XX Uk for any value of i. Rather, it implies that there exists a 
permutation cr on the set {1,2,. . . , k} such that E,(i> = G(U,)XX l l l XX Uk 
for all i. 
Let E and F be in .&(R). Denote the entries of E by eP4 and the 
entries of F by fP4. The matrices E and F are compuru& (with reved to 
4 1, denoted by E 4 F, if there exist indices i and j such that ey > 0 and 
fir < 0. Define E and F to be noncomparab~ (with respect to 4 ), denoted 
by E and F (-NC, if e&, GB 0 for all i and j. Clearly E and F are +-NC 
if and only if neither of E 2 F and F 4 E holds. Finally, let E Q F mean one 
of E = F and E 4 F holds. 
While both A 4 B and B 4 A may hold for a pair of arbitrary n X n 
matrices, it can be shown [2, Theorem 3.21 that when restricted to a complete 
set of inflation-generated projectors, the: relation 4 is antisymmetric and at 
least weakly transitive. Consequently, s is a weakly transitive partial order 
on such a set. Thus the transitive closure of ti on a complete set of 
inflation-generated projectors will be a true partial order. 
Let 8’ be a complete set of inflation-generated projectors. Define the 
relation + on 8 as follows: For each E and F in E, E * F in E if at least 
one of the following holds: E 4 F; or there is a positive integer r and there 
are elements H,, Hz,. . . , Hr in E suchthat E4H,, H1+H2,...,H,,,4H,., 
andH,4F,DefineEcFirr6tomeanthatoneofE=Fand E-Mix& 
holds. Clearly SQ is the transitive closure of & on 4’. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a complete set of inflalion-generated projectors 
with itPI 2 2. Then e is a partial order on B. Further, & has two 
distinguished elements E, and E, such that: 
(i) E, is the unique strictly positive element of E, 
(ii) E, is the unique element of E \ { E l} which has no zero entries. 
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Additionally, E 1 and E, satisfy: 
E, 4 H for each H in E \ ( E,} , 
E, 4 H foreach Hin E \(E,,E,). 
Consequently, the element E, is the unique minimal element of E with 
respect o both s and *, and the element E, is the unique minimal element 
of & \ { E,} with respect o both s and S-. 
Proof. [2, Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.71. I 
3. CANONICAL INFLATORS 
The partial order + introduced in the preceding section depends only 
on the signs of the entries of the matrices being compared. Consequently, 
two sets of projectors whose elements have the same sign patterns are 
equivalent as partially ordered sets with respect to +. For certain construc- 
tions, it will be convenient to have a canonical representation. 
Let A and B be in ..&$R). The matrices A and B are stid to have the 
same sign pattern if signtail) = sign(bij) for 1~ i, j G n. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 1.4 m < n. Let II be an m-partition of n. Let U and V 
rnfra with respect o I’L Let A and B be in R). Suppose that A and 
kaile pattslrrr. I%??%: 
6) GW and C(V) have the same sign pat&m. 
(ii) A XX c/ and B XX V haos the stme sign pattern. 
Proof. If W is an inflator with respect to II, then by Lemma 2.3.2 of 
[2], G(W) is an M-matrix whose zero entries are determined solely by II. 
Consequently, (i) holds. Choose i and j with 1~ i, j < II. By the definition 
n product, there exist unique indices r and s with 1~ r, s < m 
XX U),, = a,,u,) and (B XX V)u = b,,uil. Since U and V are 
sitive matrices, and since A and B have the same sign pattern, (ii) 
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The following result is an immediate consequence: 
CQROLLARY 3.2. Let {U$= 1 and {V$= 1 be two infition sequences such 
that, for each i, Vi and Vi are inflators with respect to the same partition. 
Let E = { Ei : Ei = C(Ui) XX l a* XXV, fW l,<i<k}. Let ~=(Fi:Fi= 
G(V,)xx l l l XX V’ fat- 1 < i G k}. Then for each i, Ei and Fi have the same 
sign pattern. Consequently, E and 9 are isomorphic partially ordered sets 
with respect o + . That is, Ei + Ej in ~9 if and only if Fi * Fj in F. 
Let 1~ m < n. Let II be the m-partition of n given by the ordered 
sequence of sets B,, B,, . . . , B,. For each i, let bi = IBil* Let u in IR” be the 
row vector block-partitioned by II such that the ith block u(i) is given by 
u(i) = 4-t bi 1 1 1 l .* ~)EIW~~ 
for 1~ i < m. Let U = u’u. It follows immediately from the definition of an 
inflator in Section 2.2 of [2] that the matrix U is a normalized inflator with 
respect to II. The matrix U is called the canonical inflator with respect o lI. 
Canonical inflators immediately permit the construction of a canonical 
partially ordered set: 
. 
LEMMA 3.3. L,et & be a complete set of projectors generated by an 
inflation sequence. Then there exists an injlation sequence of canonical 
injlutors such that the corresponding complete set of projectors is the canoni- 
cal complete set of projectors which is isomurphic to 8 as a partially ordered 
set with respect o -c-. 
4. BASIC GRAPH TI-EQRETIC DEFINITIONS 
Associated with the partially ordered set E and its order relation *, 
there is a natural directed graph. In this section, we present the graph 
theoretic definitions and basic results. 
Throughout this paper, we use commonly accepted definitions and nota- 
tion. Although we adhere strictly to the definitions as they appear in 121, the 
key definitions are repeated here for convenience. 
CONVENTION 4.1. The term “graph’ will mean a finite, directed graph 
having no multiple directed edges and no loops. That is, the graph G may 
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have at most one arc from node i to node j for each ordered pair of distinct 
nodes i and j. 
CONVENTION 4.2. All terms which refer to collections of arcs will be 
understood to involve directid arcs unless otherwise explici.tly stated. In 
particular, the terms “path” and “cycle” will always mean directed path and 
directed cycle. 
If G is a directed graph, i.e., a “graph,” then UG will denote G 
considered as an undirected graph. It should be noted that although G 
cannot contain multiple directed arcs, UG may contain multiple undirected 
arcs (occurring in pairs). The graph G will be ca?led a connected graph when 
UG is connected. 
Let G be a graph. A path is a sequence of nodes ua,. . .,uk such that 
(v l_l,ui) is an arc for 1 <i < k, and such that t+ = Us with i <j implies 
i = 0 and j = k. The path arcs (fi P) are the arcs (ul_ i, u,) for 1 G i < k. If 
P is a path in G for which k > 1 and u. = ok, then P is a cycle. A ma&& 
path is a path in G whose node set is not a proper subset of the node set of 
any other path in G. 
It is apparent hat every path is finite and that every path is contained in 
a r~a~irn~l path. 
Let x be a node of a graph G. The indegtee of x, denoted d,(x), is the 
number of arcs entering node x. The uutigree odx, denoted d,(x), is the 
number of arcs exiting node x. The node x is a maximal no& if d,(x) = 0. 
The node x is a minimal 
Let (2, yl kc an mT in 
there exists no node w (distinct 
in G from x to passing throw 
nodes x and g satisfying: 
(8 a6 is a minimal node, 
(ii) (x, y) is the unique arc exiting node x, 
(iii) (x, y) is the unique arc entering node y, 
(iv) if w is a node distinct from x and y, then there is a path from y 
to w. 
hen G is called a tap-rooted graph. The node x is called the root of G. The 
e ~4 is called the stern. 
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Clearly, if G is a tap-rooted graph, then G is connected, and has a unique 
root and a unique stem. 
EXAMPLE. The graph G, is a tap-rooted graph with root x and stem y. 
The trunsitiue closure of a graph G is the graph obtained from G by 
adding all arcs of the form (x, y) such that x and y are distinct nodes of G 
and such that there is a path in G Tom it to y but such that (r, y) is not an 
arc of G. The graph G is transitiue!y closed if whenever (x, y) and (g, ;z) are 
arcs in G with x # z, the arc (x, e) is in G. (The skeleton of a transitively 
closed graph is called a Hesse diagram by some authors.) 
The properties of the transitive closure of a graph are well known, and 
include the fact that a graph contains no cycles if and only if its transitive 
closure contains no cycles, and that the transitive closure of the skeleton of a 
graph is the transitive closure of the graph itself. 
Let 9” be a finite, partially ordered set with a strict inequality order 
relation -. The cmpaddity graph of .F with respect to - is the graph 
whose nodes are bijectively mapped to the elements of .F by a map Q, and 
which has an arc &om node i to node f precisely when [o(i)] - [a(j)] holds. 
Note that the partial order graph is transitively closed. Note also that some 
authors use comparability graph to mean the undirected comparability 
5. ~ aP(c?) AND L%(E) 
Let 6’ be a complete set of inflation-generated 
bility graph of & with respect to -+ is denoted 
subgraph of A(E) is denoted by S’(E). It is often convenient o assume 
that the nodes of J(E) and of 3(E) share a common numbering with the 
projectors in E, so that node i corresponds to E, for each i. 
projectors. The compara- 
by ..Y(E). The skeleton 
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Let E and F be distinct e!ements of a complete set E of inflation-gener- 
ated projectors. Let oE and uF be the corresponding nodes of 2&z?). Then 
E * F if and only if (uE, 0,) is an arc in J(8). 
Since + is a partial order on 4’, and since &(&‘> is the skeleton of the 
comparison graph J(&‘), the following is immediate: 
LEM~,A 5.1. Let E be a complete set of inflation-generated projectors. 
The graphs AEI and &W contain no directed cycles. Further, .A%?) is 
the transitive closure of &W). Finally, &X8’) conk&u no undirected cycle 
arising from the arc CC, y) and a path from x to y. 
Observe that .L(&‘) and &(c?‘) are equivalent in the sense that they 
both carry a complete description of the ordering * for 8. Since &‘(E) has 
fewer arcs than J(& when l@I> 2, it is easier to work with &(&I. 
Additior&!y, it will be seen that certain results ii~e more naturally txprezxzd 
in terms of the structure of Ca( Z). 
The foHowing result is an immediate consequence of the definitions of 
&%?I and +. 
and an arc. In Section 11, we shall prove the conJenc, namely, if CZ is a 
connected, tap-rooted skeleton which contains neither directed cycles nor 
undirected cvcles formed from a directed path and pn arc, then there exist a 
complete set 6” of in~ation~~~n~~ted rojcctors uclt. = C+qk”). 
Next we prove a result on the degrees of the nodes in .3(&). 
with k 2 2. 




G(Ui)Xx - - - XX Uk for 1 < i < K). Label the nodes of S(E) so that node vi 
corresponds to Ei for each i. For each i, let Ni denote the number of diagonal 
entries of Vi contained in nontrivial diagonal blocks. Then d&v,) = 1, and for 
i 23 2, 
c 0<d~(vi)~N.<min(orderU..,2~kG(Ui)). (54 
Proof. For i = 1, d,(v,)= 1 is a consequence of Theorem 5.1. Fix i 
with i > 2. Suppose that Vi has a block order m and order n. Let II = 
{B ,, . . . , B,} be the corresponding m-partition of n. For each j, let bj = 1 Bjl. 
Then by Lemma 2.3.3 of [2], 
Meg= i (bj-I)= C (bj_I)>l(j:bja2jl. 
j=l j:bj>2 
The value of hJi is 
Thus N* Q 2rank GWJ Clearly, N* 6 order U6. 
it remains to prove that d,(u,Z< N6 for i a 2. If d&v,)= c*, the result is 
clear. Suppose that d,-,ttQ> 0. Fix i and let 9 = d,lu:). Since there are 9 
.1 ,4Lca), Ei must precede at least 9 other pr@eetors by 
E) and Theorem 3.2 of [Z]. Thus i < k - 9 < k. Suppose 
i are G,j,l, O&h . . ., (i,j,). Then Ei 4 Ej, for 
Sf IZ]* for each S, C(V,)XX U*+1 XX ' l * XX Uj,~ 
isely when some positive diagonal entry u of GWJ 
s of ~~go~~ blscks of the intervening U,.‘s to multiply 
at least one nontrivi diagonal block of Uj, (in the natural partitioning of 
g arc, there is no intervening E, such that 
hold. Thus the entry o cannot inflate through a 
any interveni Ut. KNhenvise, E,, E,, and I$, 
would all be 4 =cmnparable.) Thus for e s, there is a positive diagonal 
entry a, of C(U& which inflates through a series of trivial diagonal blocks in 
U i*l,.**Jja_l and then m&plies a nontrivial diagonal block of Uj.. By the 
triviality of the intervening blocks, the 0,‘s are pairwise distinct. Since CW,) 
has positive diagonal entries only in its nontrivial diagonal blocks, Ni > 
I(o,:l<s~9~~=9. 
REMARK. The ineqtialities 9i < Ni in Lemma 5.4 are sharp. In fact, it is 
possible to const et an infinite sequence of inflators {Vi}:=, such that for 
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each k 3 1, there exists an Mk B k such that the inflation sequence {U’}i!$i 
satisfies the following: 
d,(q) = N, = 2rankGCU,) =2 for 2gigk. 
6. PLANAR EMBEDDINGS OF UNDIRECTED TREES 
Throughout this section T will be an undirected tree with node set Jt/, 
where lJyl> 2. The set of degree one nodes will be dciioted by Jr, and the 
set of degree two nodes, by Ms. Finally, Y= X \ Ji. Clearly, l.Jl> 2. 
Let T be an undirected tree. An embedding F of T is a planar 
realization of T using line segments. It is well known that every undirected 
tree has such an embedding, and that indeed, every undirected tree has the 
following stronger type of embedding. 
Let T be an undirected tree. Let G be the unit vector (0, I). Choose ui in 
J1. An embedding Y’ is a special embedding of 2’ with respect to ul if Y 
satisfies the following properties: 
(1) u1 is at the origin, 
(2) each line segment form an acute angle with 0, 
(3) all of the no&s in 1, \ ( VJ lie on a single line which is parallel to 
the x-axis, 
(4) the nodes in W haoe pairwise distinct y-coordinates. 
Suppose that Y is a special embedding of 2’ with respect o ui for some 
o I in Jr. Let o’ be in &‘; \ (w r}, and let y’ be the y-coordinate of u’. Then 
every u in Mr \ {u,l has y-coordinate y’; and if Y is nonempty, then every 
a, in has its y-coordinate strictly between zero and y’. 
em 
If T is the u 
with respect to 
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Let T be an undirected tree with node set X Let k = l&J, Then k 3 2. 
Let h = jy2j. Label the elements of x1 as q,us,. . .,t+, Create 2(k - 1) 
new nodes: 2(s1,2(~, . . .) ukl, uksa Create 2(k - 1) new undirected arcs: be- 
tween q and utl and between u1 and ui2 for 2 < i g k. Call these new arcs 
pseudocarcs. Label the elements of ./yz as wr, w,, . . . , q,. Create h new 
nodes: zl, x2,. . . , xh. Create h new undirected arcs: between w, and zt for 
I Q i Q h. These are also called pseudoarcs. Let 2” be the undirected tree 
whose node set is the union of Y with the set of 2(k - L) + h new nodes, 
and whose arc set is the union of the arc set of T with the set of 2(k - 1) + h 
pseudoarcs. Let .7 be a special embedding of T’ with respect to the node 
ul. Then Y is called an exterrded specicrl embedding of T t&h respect o ul. 
Since special embeddings always exist for undirected trees with at least 
two nodes, and since the construction of T’ from 2’ guarantees that T’ is an 
undirected tree containing T, it follows that for every undirected tree with at 
least two nodes, an extended special embedding exists with respect to each 
degree one node. Further, note that in any extended special embedding of T, 
the nodes in V have pairwise distinct y-coordinates. 
EXAMPLE. Let 2’ be the undirected tree in the example above. Then 
.H = { 1,2,3,4, S}, Nr = (1,2,3,4)), and X2 =0. Then a special embedding for 
T with respect to node 1 is 
7. 6) AND INFLATORS WITH UNIQUE NONTRIVIAL BLOCKS 
Let G be a graph such that UG is a tree. Then G is called a tree as well. 
If G is a tree, a1 e-d if each node of G is the terminal node of at most one arc 
and the initial node of at most two arcs, then G is a btrzury tree. 
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EXAMPLE. G, is a tree. G, is a binary tree. 
Clearly, if both (x, y) and (y,x) are arcs in a graph G, then UG has 
rn~~t~~~e edges, aid hence G cannot be a tree. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let {V,]F=, be an inflation sequence with k >, 3. Let E be 
the complete set of inflation-generated projectors gisen by E = { Ei : Ei = 
G(u,) xx fm 1 G i 6 k). Suppose that Ut has a unique nontrivial 
diagonul block f or some t 3 3. Suppose that r + s and that both E, 4 E, and 
t h&L Then 6, and E, are -JZ -comparable. That is, either E, 4 
c hold& 
I’MJJ By Theorem 3.2 of [2], both r and s are less than t. By Lm~ma 
3.1, of [2], it suffices to prove the result when t = k. Then E, = G(Q), which 
is a block-diagonal matrix with exactly one nontrivial, diagonal block. Let CT 
Proof. Let G = &Y&J. Label the nodes of G so that n e i corresponds 
to E, for each i. By Theorem 5.3, G is a tap-rooted graph which contains no 
directed cycles. Assumc that G is not a tree. Then UC is not an undirected 
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tree, and hence UG contains an undirected cycle. Thus G contains an 
undirected cycle. By Theorem 5.3, that undirected cycle, when viewed as a 
directed subgraph, is neither a directed cycle nor an arc plus a path. There is 
a node t on that undirected cycle which is the terminal node for two arcs: 
. 
So (r,t) and (s, t) are arcs in G. Since G has no multiple arcs, r # s. Sine 
both r and s must be less than t by Theorem 3.2 of 121, we have d 2 3. Since 
Vt has exactly one nontrivial diagonal M&c, Lemma 7.1 implies E, and E, 
are 4 -comparable. Without loss of generality, E, * E,. Then there is a path 
in L&V’) from t to s, hence ii-am T to t through s. So Cr,t) cannot “be a 
covering arc, contradicting the fact that (f,t) is in G. Thus G is a tree. 
Suppose that Q # 8. Clearly E, -C EB implies E, *E@. Suppose that 
E, * E#. Assume that E, 4 EB does not hold. Then E, and E, are 4 -NC, 
and there exist integers i, = ar, i *,-,irg+ i, =@ such that E, 4 Ejl -t 
l ** ( Ei,_l 4 E,. By Theorem 3.2 of [2], it < i, < l -0 <i, < #I. Since E, 
and E, are +-NC, Theorem 2.1 implies i, = cy > 3. Thus U6, has a 
unique nontrivial, diagonal block for each j with 0 < j Q n. Since E, 4 
E, , G(U,,)xx U,,+ 1 xx - - l XX Ud 4 G(Cr,,). Let A be the index of the unique 
nohrivial diagonal block of rpi,; then, as argued in the proof of Lemma 7.1, 
[GW~btx I&+ f xx l l l xx q I<, A) = 0. Thus the support of G(U,)xx 
*lxx * l + XX Uil cuntains tke kpport of CUJ$ Hence the support of E, 
txmttins the sqqmt of Eli. SimilarIy, the wpport of Eit_t contains the 
support of Ehj for 2 Q j g rt. Since set containment is transitive, the support 
of E, contains the support of Efl. This contradicts Theorem 3.2 of 123. Thus 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let (UJ,“.. 1 be cm inflation seqwnee fbr a complete set 
t” of inflation-generated projectors. Suppose that rank G(Ui) = 1 for each i. 
Then G is a tap-rooted binary tree. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3.2 of [2], rank G(U,) = 1 implies, for i >/ 2, that Vi 
has exactly one nontrivial diagonal block, and that that block is 2 X2. By 
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Theorem 5.3, &‘(E) is a tap-rooted tree. By Lemma 4.4, each node of J(&‘) 
has outdegree less than or equal to two. Thus 3(g) is a binary tree. 6l 
8. ACYCLIC SETS AND INFLATION-GENERATED SETS 
In ‘this section, we generalize a characterization of complete sets of 
inflation-generated projectors. The original characterization, Theorem 6.5 of 
[2], required that a certain set consist of projectors with rank one. Here, we 
remove the requirement hat the projectors be rank one. This generalization 
will be employed in the next section for constructing &W) from &.E) 
when F is obtained from &’ in a suitable manner. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let ~9’ be a complete set of injlation-generated prqjectors. 
Let d be a complete set of in 
l? 
tion-g%nerated projectors which is a rank on% 
r%&m%nt of 8. Let E and be distinct elements of CF. Let S and T be the 
fnd%x sets such that E = CtaSAr and ll? = I&+$ where the A, and the A, 
W% in IfE~$,thenfms~ianrij,A,~ffl. 
NOTE. The con&&m is known to be fals% when E 4 g is replac%d by 
tn 647 (See ~~a~~~% 3.3 of [2]*> 
TrrEonEM 8.2. Let be a cmnplet% set of projectors. Eet 8 be a 
~o~~~ete set of ~~~u~o~-~%~%~~t~d roj%c ors which is a r%$n nt of 9. Let 
not% th% st~~tZy ~os~#u% e~%~%~t of t E” is an element 
Thsn the foElowing ar% eq&mlent : 
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Futiher, if either (hsnce both) of the preceding condM.ons hold, then F can 
be obtained j&n 8 as the $nal set in a sequence of complete sets of 
inflation-generated projectors, each set obtained jknn the preceding set by 
summing exactly two projectors. 
Proof of(i) =) (ii). Assume that 9 contains a cyclic sum with respect o 
E. Let the sequences for the cychc sum be CiFi~~,  in P-, and the two 
sequences (I?,):_ r and {E$_, 1 in E. Thus: 
(1) fix(Ei)E&(Fi) and ftr(El)Efix(Fi) for each i; 
(2) E, + EI+ 1 in E for l<i<r-1; 
(3) E, *Ei in E. 
Choose u in {1,2,..., r}, and set at + 1 = 1 if a! = r. Examine the relationship 
E, +%+I 
Eq + 
in E. There exist EPZ, E+, . . . , E,, in B such that E, = Eal 4 
l l l 4 Eah+ Eah+* = E;,,. 
By Theorem 28.2 of 121, 4’ has a rank one refinement & that is 
inflation-generated. Applying the preceding lemma to each pair, there 
exist two sequences {A, ):_, and (A, ):-+e’ of elements from JIZ@ such that 
fix(A,*) E fix( E,) and fb&$ c fix( Ea) for each i, and such that A, 4 A,,+, 
for each i. For each CQ, there exists a unique element of 9, call it Fat, such 
that w E,) E fix( F6 1. Since 9 is inflation-generated, it follows from (i) of 
Theorem 6.3 of [2i that F d-F in F for l<i<h. Hence F,= 
in tP Thu? for 1*&z cy 4 r, F, + F, + 1 in 9, where + has 
aced by N- since Ea # F,,, for each (r. Then by the transitivity of 
Fr -Q F,, a contradiction. m 
)* The proof of (ii) - 0) for Theorem 6.5 of f2J remains 
t the hypothesis that each element of 4’ is rank one., Conse- 
ated. 
elements of B ean be labeled so that each Es) 
e inflator U in an inflation sequenee for ~9, and the 
can be labe ed so that F, = E, = E +, and SC) that for f
For convenience, t K = IFI. Starting with the set E, build the following 
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( ( & \ E,, E,,..., Er2))W21* 
This last set is the same as 
Forming the last sum, (Fk - E,,) + E,,, yields 
which is precisely ZF, since E, = F,, Further, by applying Theorem 2.3.4 of 
12% at each step of the seyuencc, it fullows that each of the mpletc sets is 
in~~ti~n~~en~rat~d. @ 
The f~l~~win~ rcsrrlt shows that the elements of are ‘*eonvex** sums of 
Proof. Suppose that E -+ E” and E” -+ E’. Let @ be the unique element 
‘9 6 fix(&. If F + E, then F has a cyclic sum with 
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9. THE PARTIAL ORDER FOR SUMS OF PROJECTORS 
Let 6’ be a complete set of inflation-generated projectors. Suppose 
B’=(B\{E,&)u{E+i} f or some E and i in 8. From the previous 
section, 8’ can be inflation-generated. If E’ is inflation-generated is there a 
relationship between + in E and -+ in &‘? Clearly, the relation 4 will 
remain unchanged on 6’ n 8’. The relation -+ may, however, be affected, 
since at least one of the summed projectors may have been an intermediate 
element of a sequence of projectors used in defining F + F^ in E for some F 
and F^ in 6’ n 6”. In this section, we determine precisely how + is affected 
when projectors are summed to produce new complete sets of Mation-gen- 
erated projectors. 
Let E be a complete set of inflation-generated projectors with [&‘I> 3. 
Let E, 2, and I? be distinct elements of 8. Let E 4 {I?, El denote that at 
least one of E 4 i and E 4 E holds. Let E + I& E) denote that at least one 
of E + I? in E and E * IZ in & holds. Let the notations (2, J!?;) -X E and 
{I?, I?} * E be similarly defined. 
b3MMA 9.1. Let C? = (Ei : 14 i < ?c) be a complete set of inftation-gener- 
ated projectors With k 3 3. Let {Vi}~~ , be an inflation sequence for E such 
that Ei corresponds to r_F for each i. SU~POW that j satisfies 2 < j < k - 1. 
Suppose that i + j, j - 1. Then 
Proof. Consider the 4 relationship for Ei and Ej+ i. By Theorem 3.2 
of [2], either Ej 4 EJ+, ,, or else Ej and El+ 1 are 4 -noncomparable, in 
which case they have nonoverlapping supports. 
Suppose that {Ej, EJ+ ,14 E, hdds. Choose E in {El, E,, 11 such that 
d such that E-E,,, whenever possible. Then there are indices r 
and s such that E,, > 8 and ( 
[E, + Ej+il,, = 
l)rs < 0. If E1 and EJ+, are 4 -NC, then 
E,, > 0. If E = Ej+ I, then since E,, 1 4 Ej is forbidden by 
Theorem 3.2 of [2], E = Ej, , implies (EjJrn >/ 0, SO [Ej f ~j+~Irs > 0. In 
these two cases, Ej + Ej+ 1 4 E,. If E = Ej, then either Ei -C E,,, or else Ei 
md Ej+l must be 4 -NC. Assume that Et 4 Ej + 1, then Ej precedes Ei 9 and 
E, precedes El+,. By Theorem 3.2 of [2], Ei arises between Ej and Ej+ 1 for 
every inflation sequence, a contradiction. IIence E = Ej implies Ej and 
E j+ , have nonoverlapping supports. Again, [ Ej + Ej+ !Ira = E,, > 0, SO Ej + 
E,+I ~ Ei. 
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Suppose that E, + E +1 4 E, holds. kt r and s be indices such that 
[ Ej + Ej+ I]rs > 0 and (Ei),, < 0. Then at least one of (Ej),., > 0 and 
( Ej+l),, > 0 must hold. Thus either EJ 4 E, or E1+ 1 4 E,. 
T)re proof of (ii) is analogous to the proof of(i). a 
LEMMA 9.2. Let 4’ = (E, : 1 Q i < k) be a complete set of in.tiun-gener- 
ated projectors with k 3 3. Let {U~}~_l be an in$lation sequence fw E such 
that E, corresponds to U, for each i. Suppose that j sati$es 2 6 j Q k - 1. 
Let E’ be given by 
Then E’ is a complete set of inflation-generated projectors. Let E and I? be in 
E n &‘. Then: 
(i) E + I? in E implies E + & in 6’. 
(ii) E +{E,* E,+l) in 4 ifand only ifE (. E/ + EJ+, in E’. 
(iii) (Ej,E,+,}+E in 4’ ifandonly ifE,+ EJ+l+E in 6. 
(iv) E -+ I? in CP implies that at least one of the folkwing ho 
(a) E * S in 6, 
6) E 4Ej, E,,_J and (El, El+,) * &. 
proof of (ii). If either of the r~~~t~on~ is 4 rather than -Q. then the 
result follows from the preceding lemma. Suppose that E -Q { Ei, El+ Jr but 
that E and { EJ, E, + I} we 4 -NC. Then there is an index h with h + j, j + 1 
such that E -+ Eh in E” and E, -( { E,# h in 8’ Ipy (i), md 
Eh4 q+q+, by the preceding a. Thus 
Conversely, suppose that E * E, + EJ+ 1 in 
E, -+ E, + E,+l in E’. 
, 
C. Then there is index h with h 
but &at E and E, + E,+ 1 
j,j+l such that E-+Eh in 
J=+ 
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h < j by Lemma 3.2 of [2]. Since h # j, j + 1, there is a sequence of 
projectors E,e in 6’ such that E 4 Eil 4 - - - 4 Eie4 E, with r < i, < l l l < 
i, <h <j. ‘I%us the E, are in E. Thus E +E, in E. Finally, 
E +{E,, EJ+l} in & by thekursitivity of + on E. m 
Proof of (iii). This is analogous to that for (ii). a 
Proof of (iu). The result is immediate if E 4 A. Suppose that E + I? in 
E’, but that E and 2 are *-NC. Let t and s be the indices such that 
E = E, and & = E,. Label the elements of E’ as follows: For 1 G i < j, let 
F, = E,; let I;r = E, + EJ+l; and for j + 1~ i < k, let Fi = Ej+l. Suppose that 
either s < j or else r > j + 1. By Theorem 3.2 of [Z], every sequence of 
projectors Fi, in t” which arises from the definition of E, * E, in E’ must 
satisfy either r<i,<s<j for all fr, or else j+l<r<i,<s for all (r. 
Thus the ~ii, are all in 6; hence E = E, (. E, = E in 6. 
Supposethat sajandrGj+l.Theninfact,r<jand j+l<s.There 
is a sequence of projectors Fi, in 8’ which arises from the definition of 
E, + E, in 8’. If every I$, is in ~9 n E”, then E, * E, in E. If, however, 
some Fi =Ff,then Er+q=Eq+Ed+, in &and Ed+EJ+l=Fj-+E, in 
&‘. By (k) and (iii), condition (iv)(b) holds. H 
Now that the effect on the relations 4 and + due to summing a pair of 
projectors is known, we turn to the effect on the graphs AE) and &(S). 
ntifv no&j with node j + 1. 
(ii) Delete all resultant tuops. 
(iii) Delete all but me copy of each resultant multiple arc. 
(iv) Take the transitive closure of the resultant graph. 
Proof. By Theorem 25.4 of [Z], E’ is a complete set of inflation-gener- 
ated projectors. Label the nodes of A&‘) with the indices 1,2,. . . , 
j-l,j,j+2,j+3 ,..., k so that for i f j, Ei corresponds to node i, and so 
that E,+ EJc, corresponds to node j. Let cp be the obvious map sending the 
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nodes of J(E) to the nodes of -AE’): 
i 
i if i<j, 
4W= j if i=j,j+l 
i if i> j+l. 
The map cp induces a map 4 from the set of arcs of J’(E) to pairs of nodes 
in _&?‘) by sending the arc (r, s) to the ordered pair [cp(rI,cg(s)]. This 
ordered pair consists of distinct nodes of .A&‘) unless {r, s) = {j, j + 11, in 
which case Q(r, s) = [ j, j]. 
If (r, s) is an arc in J(8), and if (r, s) + (j,j + 0, then $(r, s) is an arc 
in A’(&‘). This is proven as follows. Suppose that (r, s) is an arc in J’(8) 
with (r,s)+(j,j-t-1). Then (r,s)f(j+l,j), since Ei+r+-Ei contradicts, 
via Theorem 3.2 of [2], the fact that Ei arises before Ei* r. Thus Q(r, S) is an 
ordered pair of distinct nodes in k’k?). Since (r, s) is in J(&‘), E, + E, in 
~9. Suppose (r, s) Tp( j, j + 1) =121. Then qdr) = r, qds) = s, and E, and 6, 
are in 6’. Hence by the preceding lemma, Eqtr) = E, -z- E, = Edsj. Thus 
(q(r), q(s)) is an are of ~9’). Suppose that (r, s) n{j, j + 1) = {j). If r = j, 
then Ej -+ E,V in ~9. By the preceding lemma Ej -I- Ej+, + E, in CF. Then 
( j, 3,) is an arc in J(cP>, That is, $( j, s) is an arc in “1. The ease for 
8 = j and the corrqxxrding cases for when (rl 8) n( l)={j+l} are 
proven analogously. 
Note that if (r, j) and (r, j 
them both into the are (r, j) 
J(8). Then ( j, s) is in The third case is proven analogously to the 
second. 
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that Ei corresponds to Vi for each i. Label the TM&X of &(&‘) SO that node i 
corresponds to Ei for each i. Suppose that j satisfies 2 < j < k. Let E’ = 
(E\{Ej,Ej+1})U{Ej + Ej+l}, Then &CC”‘) is obtained from 3(E) a~ 
follows: 
(i) Identifi no&j with nod&j + 1. 
(ii) Delete all resultant loops. 
(iii) Del&e all but one copy of each resultant multiple arc. 
(iv) Delete any arcs in the resultant graph which are not covering arcs. 
Proof. As observed in the previous proof, E’ is a complete set of 
inflation-generated projectors. Label the nodes of .J(E’) as in the preceding 
proof Let 4p and $ be the maps defined in the preceding proof Let G’ be 
the graph which results from performing steps (i)-(iii) on 8((E). As argued 
in the proof of the preceding theorem, C’ is the image of &(&) under the 
maps Q and Q, and G’ is a subgraph of J(&‘). Let G” be obtained from G’ 
by deleting any arcs in G’ which are not covering arcs in G”. Then G” is a 
subgraph of k’(&‘). 
Suppose that (T,s) is an arc in &‘(&), and hence a covering arc in 
J&P). Then Lemma 5.2 holds. There are several cases. First, suppose that 
(r, s} n(j) = 0. Then E, -C 2?“,, and there does not exist H in &’ such that 
E, -Z-H + 23, in 4”. Assume that there is an H in CZP such that E, * H * E, 
in 8. Then N is in 8 \ 6’ = { Ed1 Ed+ ,I. By Lemma 9.2, E, + Ej + El + , * E, 
in tP, a contradiction. Thus (r, s) is a covering arc in J(S), and hence in 
&‘(&). Since Q(r,s)=fr,s), (r,sl is in G*. In the second case, suppose 
s=j, SO(f,S)“( r, j). Then E, 4 EJ + EJ+1, and by Lemma 9.2, at least one 
of (r,j) and (r,j + 1) is in ~kF~. Let s be in {j, j + 1) such that Cr, s) is in 
Me. By Lemma 5.2, there does not exist an 
+ E,,,. Assume that there is an H in 4’ 
Hisin&\~S”=(E~,E~+,}.Ifs=j,this 
is a contradiction, since Q+ implies H tises before E, for every inflation 
+ I, then (r,j) is not an are in &%P), so E, 4 Ed is false. 
E,, a ~ntradi~tio~. There is no H in 8 such that E, -+ H 
am in .dTcF); hence it is in dT&). 
e that r= j, ss(r,s)= 
(j, s). A similar argument shows that (j, s) is in G”. Thus &(c?‘) is a 
subgraph of G”. 
Since &((E’) sits inside of G” which sits insi e of 3?W’), since every arc 
in G” is a covering arc for G”, and sinx &‘(E’) is a skeleton, G”= &(K). 
EXAMPLE. t 8={E,:l<i<6) be 
erated projectors given low. 
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E, corresponds to Vi for each i. Let &” = (E \ {E,, E,})U{ E, + E,}. (t3’ is 
the set in Example 3.3 of [2].) The graph &E’) is obtained from 3(E) by 
identifying node 4 with node 5, and then deleting the arc (2,4) which is no 
longer a covering arc: 
1 1 
1 1 1 
4 -1 -1 
-6 -1 -1 
-2 -It5 









THEOREM 9.5. Let .F= ( Fi : 1~ i < k) be a complete set of in$lation-gen- 
erated projectors. Let 8 be a complete set of inflation-generated projectors 
which is a re+ment of 9. Label the elements of E so that fm each i, 
Label the nodes of &*(e”i iw dxt ~%8- 1 < j 6 rk, nod-e j corresponds to EJ. 
Then d’(F) is obtained h A&I as follows: 
(i) For each i, ident& as a single node all of the nodes j with rl _ i < j G ri. 
(ii) Delete all resultant loops. 
(iii) Delete all but one copy of each resultant multiple arc. 
(iv) Take the transit&e closwe of the resdtant graph. 
Proof. By Thmmm 8.2, F wn be obtained from E by a sequence of 
steps, where each step involves the sum of exactly two projectors of the fom 
and Ii& I* Apply Lenma 93 at each of the steps. 
The fdkwing result is proven in an anabgous tnanner to the preceding 
THEOREM 9.6. Let .F= {Fi : 1~ i < k) be a complete set of inflation-gen- 
erated projectors. Let & be a complete set of inflation-generated projectors 
which is a refinement qf 9. Label the elements of E so that for each i, 
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Label the TU?&S Of d(6) SO #lUt fOr 1 < i < rk, ?Wde j COlTt3SpOd-S tb Ej* 
Then SW) is obtained from &(E) as follows: 
(i) For each i, kkntify as a single node all of the nodes j with ri _ 1 < j < ri. 
(ii) Delete all resultant kmps. 
(iii) Delete all but one copy of each resultant multiple arc. 
(iv) Delete any arcs in the resultant graph which are not covering arcs. 
lo. T = C&Z’) WHEN 2’ IS A TAP-ROOTED TREE 
THEOREM 10.1. Let T be a tap-rooted tree. Then there exists a compl&e 
set E of inflation-generated projectors possessing a normalized, strictly 
positive inftatim se9uence such that T = S(R). 
Proof. Let V be the node set for T. Since T is tap-rooted, IV1 3 2. Let 
t = [V(. Label the root of T as q. Let UT be the undirected tree correspond- 
ing to T. Then v 1 is a degree one node of UT. Let .T be an extended 
special embedding of UT, Label the remaining nodes of V in order of 
their increasing y-coordinate values (in 37. The following algorithm pro- 
alized inflation sequence {uJ:~ 1 such that ~9’ = (E, : E, = 
CWJ xx l ’ l xxt..$ for 1 <i is a complete set of symmetric, inflation- 
generated projectors atisfying 49 = T such that E, corresponds 
for each 
that an inflation sequen 
t be of 
,-.,{pk},(pk +h.*, 
with n. By Lemma [2], vk 
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There exist r)k + rk arcs and pseudoarcs in J?‘- at the height of node k, 
and hence pk + rk + P arcs and pseudoarcs exist for each y-coordinate value 
between that of node k - 1 and that of node k. But these pk A- rk + 1 arcs 
and pseudoarcs either arise at node k - 1 or else below it. Thus r)k + rk + 
I = q&i +(pk_i + rk_i 
Thus {U’$= 1 
). That is, the order of & _ 1 is the block order of uk. 
is a strictly positive inflation sequence. Since each Vi is 
canonical, the sequence is normalized. 
Let 8 be the complete set of inflation-generated projectors Ei such that 
Ei corresponds to Vi for 1~ i < ;I It remains to show that g(8) = T. 
Since Vi has a unique nontrivial diagonal block for each i for i 2 2, 
d(8) is a tap-rooted tree by Theorem 6.2. Since &‘(&I and T have t nodes, 
they both have t - 1 arcs. It suffices to show that every arc in T corresponds 
to an arc in tB(E). Label the nodes of d(E) so that node cy corresponds to 
E, for each CY. Suppose that (Di,t)j) is an arc in T. Since T is a tap-rooted 
tree, (l)i,~j) is on a path directed away from the root 0,. The corresponding 
line segment in F makes an acute angle with the unit vector li; hence i C j. 
By the construction of the inflators, a diagonal entry in the nontrivial, 
diagonal block of Vi is inflated by 1 X 1 diagonal blocks of Ui + 1,. . . , and 
u-- , and then by the nontrivial diagonal block of UJ. Thus G(U,)XX 
l J.-‘xx U. 4 G(U ) and G(U,)xx -9 l XX ~j and GtUj) are +-NC for 
i < h < j.‘Then ii’4 Ej, but Eh and Ej are *-NC for i < h C j. If there 
exists an index h such that E, *E, -Q Ej in E, then by Lemma 3.4 of @I, 
i < h < j, a contradiction. Thus (i,j) is an arc in 3(E). 
Now, we return to the question raised in Se&on 5: when does a directed 
ph G satisfy G = J(8) or G = d(B) for some complete set E of 
i~fl~tjonm~en~r~t~d projectors? 
Tmxm~hn 11.1. Let PI be a tap-rooted graph. Suppsse that W is a 
skeleton which contains no directed cycles. Then there exists a complete set 6 
of i tion-generated projectors possessing a normalized inflation sequence 
such that H = &W. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.3, the conditions on H are necessary. It remains to 
show that they are sufficient. The condition that H is a skeleton guarantees 
that every are in is a covering are for H. If W is a tree, then the desired 
set E exists by Theorem 10.1. 
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Assume that there exist graphs H which satisfy the hypotheses of the 
theorem and for which there do not exist sets E satisfying the conclusions of 
the theorem. Among all such graphs, choose an H that is minimal with 
respect to the number of cycles it possesses. By Theorem 10.1, H contains an 
undirected cycle Choose an undirected cycle, and label it C. By the 
hypotheses, H contains no directed cycles and no undirected cycle consisting 
of an arc plus a path. Hence C contains at least four nodes, and there are 
three distinct nodes n,, n2 and n in C such that (n,,n) and (n,,n) are in C. 
Create a new graph H’ from H as follows: Let the node set of H’ be 
formed by the addition of a new node n’ to the node set of H; let the arc set 
of H' be obtained from the arc set of H by the addition of the arc (n,,n’) and 
the deletion of the arc (n,, n). The graph H' has at least one less undirected 
cycle than H has, since the cycle C is broken, and no new cycles are 
constructed. Since H is tap-rooted, the root and stem of H are not terminal 
nodes for any cycle arc; thus the nodes n and n1 are distinct from the root 
and stem of H. Hence the root and stem of H, considered as nodes in H', 
satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) of the definition of a tap-rooted graph (Section 4. 
Label the stem of H as y. Since H is tap-rooted and contains no directed 
cycles, there is a path in H fi-om y to nl which does not contain the arc 
(n I, n). Hence there is a path in H" from y to n’ (passing through n 1). Also, 
there is a path Pa in pi m y to ng which does n 
ence Pz is a path in H' horn the node y to node 
H' other than nl or n’. Then there is a path P in H 
not lie in the arc set of P, then P is a path fkm y to n3 in w’. 
every path in H &om y to n3 con as the arc (A,,nl. Let P be 
such a path. Then cannot intersect he 
Since there is no path between the nodes n and n’, there is an 
assignment f consistent with H' such that j’(j)= n and f( j + l)= n’ for 
some integer j. By Theorem 5.6 of [Z], there exists a normalized inflation 
sequence (U#_ 1 for 9 such that Uj and Uj+l correspond to the nodes n 
and n’, respectively. be1 the elements of Fas Fs such that F’ corresponds 
to for each i. f : 1 G i G k, i + j + 1) be the set whose elements 
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E, = ( F, if i#j,j+l Fj + I;r+l if i=j. 
Now apply Theorem 2.5.4 of [2]: The set E is a complete set of inflation-gen- 
erated projectors possessing a normalized inflation sequence. By Lemma 9.4, 
d(E) is obtained f&m &(F) = H’ by identifying the nodes n and n’ s since 
no multiple arcs or loops occur, and since the identification of ta and 1~’ 
creates the arc (n,, n). Since H has no arcs which are not covering arcs, no 
arcs are deleted. Thus H = I;&(E), a contradiction. Thus no such minimal 
graph H exists. m 
COROLLARY 11.2. Suppose that H is is tap-rooted, 
and that H contains no directed cg&s. t&mm of H. 
Then there is a complete set & of injktion-generat pro&c&m possessing a 
runmabed &$i&n sequence such that K = J&P). 
Since every finite set has a representation as a finite, 
transitively closed, directed , the preceding theorem provides a corre- 
spondence between a certain class of finite partially ordered sets and the 
of complete sets of inflation-generated projectors which possess norm& 
inflation sequences. 
Let (S, < 1 be a finite, partially ordered set with strict order relation < . 
Then (s, < ) ha a UP@W ~~~~~~ elaml (Y if there is an cy in S such that 
a<@ forall @ 
lete aet 8 of I&&n8 neraled pro- 
$ @G 
pt=tJ!j&Ot3. 
(iii) (S, < 1 has a un@ue minimal element (Y, artd the partially ordered set 
(S \ (cu}, < 1 atso h as a ~~~~~$ ~~~~~~ ekment. 
Proof. By Theorem 7.1 of [a], E has an inflation sequence if and only if 
it has a normalized inflation sequence. Thus (0 and (ii) are equivalent. The 
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elements E, and E, in Theorem 2.1 are precisely the minimal element of 
the partially ordered set (&, +) and the minimal element of the partially 
ordered set (6’ \ {E,}, * ), respectively. So (i) implies (iii). Finally, if (iii) 
holds, let G be the skeleton of the comparison graph of (S, < ). The 
minimum element conditions imply that G is tap-rooted. Since (S, < ) is a 
partially ordered set, G contains no directed cycles. It follows from Theorem 
11.1 that (iii) implies (i). q 
12. RANK-WEIGHTED GRAPHS 
The graph G is a weighted gruph if there is a positive integer assigned to 
each node. For each node o, the weight at v will be denoted w(v). 
Let G be a weighted graph such that G = &‘(&) for some complete set E 
of inflation-generated projectors. Suppose that for each node v, o(v) is the 
rank of the projector corresponding to v. Then G is called a rank-weighted 
graph. 
Suy~se that G is a ~~-r~t~d s 
cycles. Then by Th 
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in- and outdegrees of the nodes. Recall that the indegree and the outdegree 
of a node u are denoted by di(u) and d,(o), respectively. 
Let G be a graph. Let u be a node of G. Define rJv) to be the positive 
integer 
1 if d,(u) =O,l, 
r0(4 = Ed, if d,(u) 3 2, even, 
i[ d,( o) + 11 if e!,,(v) 3 3, odd. 
LEMMA 12.1. h?t ti? be a complete set of infith-generated projectors. 
Let o be a node in ~(69. Let E be the element of & corresponding to z;r. Then 
rank E 2 m&d&~), r,,W 
Proof. Since rank E 3 1, the result is dear if d,(o) \< 1. Suppose that 
d,(o) 3 2. Let k = d,(a). Label the nodes of &(&I SO that the zwcs (1,0), 
CZ,o),...,(k,o) are he k arcs entering node o. Label the elements of E so 
that E, corresponds to node i for 1~ i < k, and so that E corresponds to 
8) contains no undirected triangles, the projectors Ei am 
By Theorem 3.2 of [2], the ’ tors E, have pairwise 
s. Since (i,u) is an arc i Ei 4 E for 1~ i d k. 
a 3.1 of [2], that 1 for some inflator U. 
e unique matrix such &et Ei = F1 XX U. Since 
al element of Ft must multiply a nontrivial 
E, have pairwise nonoverlapping supports, it 
nd l&&s of U inflating positive diagonal 
m those inflatin positive diagonal entries of 
Thus U must have at least k nontrivial 
k. By Lemma 2.2.2 of [2], rank E = 
, so it follows that r,(z)) G rank E. 
CORSLLA~Y 12.2. Let H be a weighted graph such that H = &(&) for 
some complete set E of injtat~on-generated projectors. There a rwcessary 
csnditim fm* H to be a rank-weighted graph is that for each v in the node set 
of H: 
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CONJECTURE 12.3. The condition in Corollary 12.2 is also sufficient for 
N to be rank-weighted. 
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